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Introduction: Statement of Purpose
The purpose of the thesis is to study motion in painting. I
intend to research various significant approaches to painted motion,
relating these to my own. The completed thesis will consist of a
series of paintings expressing the result.





Displeased with the state of painting at the time, a group of five
Italian painters in 1910 banded together to formulate their ideas into
a doctrine which would, with no lack of fanfare, lead painting into a
fresh new direction. Influenced by certain literati who were adulating
the technical achievements of the time while subordinating past accom
plishments and values,
i the Futurists, as they became known, proclaimed
to the Milan art world in their first technical manifesto "that motion
and light destroy the substance of
bodies."
p
Inspired by the Impressionist sculptor, Medardo Rosso, the five
painters elaborated upon their original dramatic proclamation with more ,
statements in their second manifesto dealing with the concepts of form
in motion and bodies in an enveloping atmosphere. They remarked
further, "Painters have always depicted people and things as if placed
in front of us. We shall place the observer in the center of the
painting."
Tfe declare that the world's splendor has been enriched by a new
beauty: the beauty of speed. A racing car with its bonnet adorned with
large tubes resembling serpents with explosive breath... a roaring auto
mobile, which seems to operate like a machine gun, is more beautiful
than the Winged Victory of
Samothrace."
F.T, Marinetti, 1909, cited by
Raffaele Carrieri, Futurism, trans. Leslie van Rensselaer (Milan:
Edizione Del Milione, 1963). P. 12.
"It is not true that sculpture is condemned to produce only
beautiful, isolated forms in space, enclosed within decisive, strong
and certain lines : forms which are almost contained in an immobile pro
file, torn away from the turbulent centre of universal life in order to
remain in a rigid position and be examined from all sides by curious
visitors to the galleries and to the exhibitions. Like painting,
According to Raffaele Carrier! in his book, Futurism. "No one
prior to the Futurists had ever said or written such a
statement."
Recognizing the significance of the new doctrine, he continues:
In France prior to the Futurists no painter or group of painters
had ever proposed to compose or discompose according to the style
of motion; no one had ever formulated a program in this sense or
created an entire system of concepts and theories in order to
clarify it and develop it. And certainly no one had ever rea
lized these principles in a painting.
How did the five painters realize their philosophical principles
in their painting? One prevailing technique they employed to suggest




In Umberto Boccioni's Woman at Table (1914) and
Carlo Dalmazzo Carra's Portrait of the Poet Marinetti (1910), the form
of the decomposed subject is integrated with the surrounding segmented
environment by interweaving the planes of the two.- A fellow Futurist
sculpture has the possibility of vibrating in the dissection of lines,
of becoming animated by the more or less violent movement of light and
shadow, and of mysteriously expressing warm and cold colors
- even
though the material is monochromatic every time the artist knows how
to carefully calculate the chiaroscuro which is at his disposal. In
other words, sculpture has the possibility of reproducing the human
being in his own environment and making him live
again,"
Medardo
Rosso, cited by Raffaele Carrieri, Futurism, p. 17.
3lbid. plate 40, ^Ibid. plate 49,
Forty years later the American painter, Willem de Kooning
approached this integration of subject and background in a more per
sonal, expressionist manner. In his book, De Kooning (Harry N, Abrams,
1974, p, 33). Harold Rosenberg said:
"The formal solution of de Kooning's early 1950s series thus con
sists of destroying the boundary between figure and setting
through enacting on the canvas an interplay of actions that are
the equivalent of a stream of visual encounters ... the inner
and outer contours of the figure have been all but torn apart by
the thrusts and counter thrusts of the painter's gestures
involved in developing a theory of
"Fhotodynamics,"
Anton Guilio
Bragaglia, described the resulting effect of this painterly approach
when he said that there is "a virtual dynamism of the objects in a
static state which was that which interested the Futurist
painters.""
Another painter working concurrently with the Futurists but not
part of the group, Francis Picabia, explored the potential of inter
weaving planes to create a sense of motion. His painting, The
Pro-
n
cession of Seville (1911-12), is an example of a work "composed of
various planes in motion and is, in essence, an interpenetration
Q
similar to those of the
Futurists."
A final word about this particular technique comes from the
Futurists themselves who perhaps felt the need to rationalize their
endeavors by rhetorically asking:
Who can believe any longer in the opaqueness of our bodies when
our developed and increased sensitivity makes us intuit the
obscure manifestations of mediumistic phenomena? Why should one
continue to create without taking into consideration those
visual powers of ours that can give results analogous to those
of x-rays?
9
Gino Severini's paintings carried the "interpenetration of
planes"
idea beyond the point of decomposing the subject. His com
positions are often "successions of mobile planes which are subdivided
and joined together by a corresponding number of colored units that
place the complex network of analogies in
motion."
One art
Cited by Carrieri, p. 41, 7Ibid. p. 65.
8Ibid. p. 60. 9Ibid. p. 42. l0Ibid. p. 39.
historian called Severini's The Dance of the Pan-Pan the masterpiece
of Futurism, He states :
This dance with its furious rhythms seems to be the image of the
multiplication of the sensations produced by an inebriety which
gives rise to the ubiquity of form that in turn seems to be
chasing itself in a continuous coming and going. It is a des
perate attempt to introduce the sensation of duration into space.
and this work reveals the cinematographic tendency in painting.
In discussing another device used to suggest motion, the paint
ing of successive views of images, the work of the photographer,
Edward James Muybridge, must be mentioned. In 1872 Muybridge began
to make sequential photographs of horses in motion. His successes lead
to further investigation into photographing moving bodies. Ultimately
he was able to show "human movement as it actually was at a time when
many people wanted to do this but did not know how to authenticate
their statements. 3 Though the extent of his influence on the Futu
rists is not known, any discussion of their paintings is illuminated
14
by including mention of Muybridge,
Giacomo Balla painted perhaps the most well known Futurist
composition employing this technique, Leash in Motion
^
in 1912, In
order to convey the idea of motion he painted the legs of his subject,
a small dog, many times, defining the contour of each successive
movement. Concurrently, the leash around the dog's neck is
"swinging,"
11Ibid. plate 96. 12Ibid. p. 57.
4John Russell, Francis Bacon, (Greenwich, Conn.: New York
Graphic Society, 19?1), p. 113.
Thomas Eakins, Georges Seurat, Edgar Degas, and Francis Bacon
benefited directly or indirectly from
Muybridge'
s work, Russell, p, ill,
^Carrier!, plate 96,
the elliptical paths of its movement indicated. In later works Balla
studied this approach to movement in his paintings. Study of Paths of
Movement (Swifts) in 1913, and Paths of Movement and Dynamic Sequen
ces
'
of the same year.
Another colleague and member of the five, Luigi Russolo, con
veyed the idea of motion in the same way in his Plastic Recapitulation
18
of the Movements of a Woman. (1911).
The most reknowned painting of an image in successive views is
Marcel Duchamp's Nude Descending a
Staircase1"
done in 1912. The
movement was accomplished through a "compact dynamic succession....
The dynamic succession is strongly underlined in all its general and
20
secondary vibrations Interested in the way a human body makes a
coherent structure when it walks downstairs, Duchamp painted successive
images which never reveal the complete structure at any moment in time
yet succeed in suggesting the idea of the movement.
In some Futurist compositions the attempt to create motion or
"dynamism"
resulted in abstract designs of considerable strength.
They are of interest because they are the results of an attempt to
portray a real subject in a dynamic state, Boecioni admitted that
abstract zones in his compositions did not correspond with reality,
however, he felt that they were "mysterious keys to the Futurist
paintings,"
l6Ibid. plate 80. 1?Ibid. plate 79. 18Ibid. plate 71 .
l9Ibid. p. 53. 20Ibid. p. 60. 21Ibid. p. 43.
8
Being the first group to systematically study motion in painting
the Futurists expanded, or at least defined more clearly the technical
vocabulary of conveying movement on canvas. Their preoccupation with
doctrine and their collective zeal to change the state of painting
gave much of their work an impersonal mechanical look. Perhaps their
experimentation was too evident. Nevertheless, their work demonstra
ted the wide range of possibilities in painting motion as well as
specific approaches to the problem.
,
B. Francis Bacon
The work of many artists is characterized by a shifting imagery,
though they are not concerned with movement as subject matter. Speak
ing of his work, Francis Bacon said:
If my pictures come off it is because of a chance conjunction
between actual living and art... .Painting makes me more aware
of behaviour and it is easier for me to say what I want about
behaviour with the methods of art than it is for me to say them
in conversation.
22
From this statement it is evident that Bacon's intentions were
more personal than those of the Futurists, However, his imagery does
indeed suggest movement, and in doing so helps to convey the emotion
behind his work. His technique of achieving the sensation of movement
is of interest, though, unlike the
Futurists*
work, it should not be
isolated from the entire scope of Bacon's work. As in my own painting,
motion in Bacon's art is an element integrating with other painterly
elements in order to express a certain idea or mood. In his book,
Francis Bacon. John Russell compares Bacon's multiple imagery with
other approaches to painted motion in a description of the artist's
Portrait of George Dyer Crouching:2-?
Swerving, pouncing, colliding with itself, taking for granted the
most bizarre conjunctions of impulse, it produced a multiple imagery
which was quite new in painting. It was not the multiple faceting
of the cubists, which Bacon regards as merely a decorative annex
to Cezanne. It was not the schematized imitation of movement to
John Russell, Francis Bacon, p. 157. -^Ibid, plate 76.
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which the Futurists had accustomed us. It was about the risks
which we take and take gladly, every time we approach another
human being; and as far as Bacon himself was concerned, it was
about man as a choosing animal and one who can choose, among
other things, not to repeat himself.
About the portrayal of his subjects, Bacon mentions the "instinc
tual drive to make the image true to
reality."
To this end he employs
expressive swirls of pigment to create the multiple imagery mentioned
above. Concurrently, he distorts the subject according to his own
perceptions of the individual. The result is true to reality and often
draws the viewer beyond. In speaking about this quality in Bacon's
work, John Russell says:
Anyone who knows even one of the sitters will end by agreeing with
him that, although the features as we know them in everyday life
may disappear from time to time in a chromatic swirl of paint or
be blotted from view by an imperious wipe with a towel, individual
aspects of the sitter are shown to us, by way of compensation,
with an intensity not often encountered in life. The eye, above
all has a way of fixing us with an urgency which we cannot forget.
The mouth is realized, from time to time, with a vitality that makes
ordinary portraiture look vapid and deceitful.25
Bacon's execution has a suggestive quality which I find invites
my participation as well as sustains my interest. For example, his
portraits of George Dyer and Isabel Rawsthorne in 1970 contain clear
ly visible information about the facial characteristics of these
individuals, enough to convey their identities. The area between
George Dyer's eyes, his right eye and his hairline are the features
Bacon chose to give his subject recognizability. In the handling of
the remaining portion of the head, Bacon may or may not have included
a mouth, yet the viewer is lead to imagine one, and in the process,
perceive also an expression on the lips, Russell called this a
24Ibid. p. 167. 25Ibid. p. 199.
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"superimposition of states in which certain characteristics of the
person concerned appear with exceptional intensity, while others are
obliterated."
Finally, a mood originates from this interaction; one
based on the viewer's own perceptions and imagination, stimulated by
the paint applied on the canvas by Bacon.
In many early works Bacon placed his figure in stark, flat
spaces often accompanied by "space
benders,"
skeleton-like structures
to assist the eye in moving around the composition and#focusing atten
tion. He saw this as a simple way of isolating the figure and en
suring for it full attention. John Russell writes: "A shortcoming of
many earlier Bacons is that the figure is not set in any kind of
con-
26
vincing space, but emerges from a cage-like
structure,,,"
Indeed careful consideration must be given to the space which
encompasses the subject in motion. In Man with Arm Raised
^
in i960,
Bacon begins to suggest a structure to the surrounding space; the man
appears to be standing in a doorway with his arm supported by the door.
In later works, such as Portrait of George Dyer and Lucien Freud in
I967 and Three Studies of Isabel Rawsthorne
"
in I967, more detail of
the room is given providing more information about the subject de
picted. The furniture in the first painting mentioned from I967 is
modern in appearance, almost tubular. There is a simple ashtray and
a sculpture of an animal. In addition, the clothing and color contri
bute to the viewer's impression of the people on the canvas. One can
26Ibid. p. 17L 27Ibid. plate 34.
28Ibid. plate 90. 29Ibid. plate 92.
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draw conclusions about the individual's position in life, his age, his
taste and his character.
In one sense, placing a moving image in an articulated space can
invite ambiguity. The viewer is faced not only with a portrait of
multiple images, but must relate this to the surrounding space. Is the
room his own? Recognizing the duration of time element in the pain
ted motion, one can ask what the relationship is of the subject to the
space beyond the limits of the moment depicted. Referring to this
added dimension John Russell, speaking on Bacon's figures moving into
articulated space, says:
... those articulations served to site it more ambiguously than was
possible in the earlier eage-or-box-like structures. An element of
doubt and instability entered into the painting, as it enters into
a movie still if we have not seen the movie and are not sure what
has happened or what will happen after the moment
portrayed,-'
Another aspect of Bacon's work which must be noted is the strength
of his compositions. The abstract design of the pictorial space gives
Bacon's paintings a solid structure which is a foundation for his
painterly execution and ultimate expression of his ideas. The position
ing of the subject, his or her placement on the canvas, the placement
of the shadow (in many cases), and selected embellishments are all
painted as functions of the abstract design of the canvas. Bacon's use
of large flat areas of color complement this approach, as well. The




Like Bacon, Alberto Giacometti was not primarily concerned with
motion as the subject in his work. He said, "in every work of art the
subject is primordial, whether the artist is conscious of it or
not."
However, in viewing his graphic work one senses motion, perhaps on a
subtler level than the artists previously discussed. His style of free
ly drawn lines to define his subjects creates an energetic image.
It is forbidden to linger over a detail, a form, an empty space.
A strange perpetual motion, without which it would lose sight of
the subject, draws it on. This optical phenomenon results from the
very nature of Giacometti 's drawing, from its mobility which is the
product of the repetition and discontinuity of the line.
31 The




s personal manner of drawing has the element of sug
gestion that is evident in Bacon's multiple imagery. By never closing




has also been described as a characteris
tic of some of Henri Matisse's work. Though not concerned with shifting
imagery as subject matter, Matisse creates a movement through the
tension of his linear work, as exemplified in his studies for Dance in
1909, By not joining contours his subjects seem to be in "motion
arrested for
vision,"
Matisse also uses distortion to further suggest
the swirling of the ring of dancers. Alfred H. Barr, Jr. Matisse :
His Art and His Public, 1st paperback ed. (New York: The Museum of Mo-
dern Art, 1974), p. 136.
32
Jacques Dupin, Alberto Giacometti. trans. John Ashbery, (Paris:
Maeught Editeur, I962), p. 29.
13
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perhaps derive new perceptions of the subject.
These coming and goings, this dancing race of our eye, gives us the
subject to see at a distance, as Giacometti sees it, in its impas
sible space, across the ambient void which disturbs and inflects
its image, 33
33Ibid.
Part H, Personal Approach to Painted Motion
and Synopsis of Thesis Painting's
Similar to Bacon and Giacometti, the painted motion in the work
constituting my thesis show is one element within the total pictorial
form of the paintings. However, this characteristic evolved only after
a series of exercises, the first of which concentrated singularly on
the graphic study of the figure in motion. My subject of that initial
project last year was an old woman.
I began suggesting movement through successive views of the woman
turning her head, similar to the style employed by Duchamp in Nude Des
cending a Staircase, as well as by Balla in his Leash in Motion. Not
satisfied with this rather mechanical approach I proceeded to simplify
the movement between the first and last views. Instead of showing a
series of edges of the different positions, I chose to show only high
lights of the face within the
"sweep"
of the motion. At first, this
resulted in a clearly rendered first and last view of the subject, with
random hints of features occurring within the area or pattern of move
ment. Subsequently, this zone became more abstract as I tried stretch
ing features while neutralizing others. For example, a protruding lower




It could provide orientation by indicating direction
or path of the gesture while other features could be lost in the stroke




An example of this technique is seen in Illustration 2 , p. 22 ,
The forehead of the man is
"stretched"
to join the chin of the next
view of the head.
16
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was to depict a characteristic feature, such as a nose, and repeat it
in order to provide orientation, indicate direction of movement, and
35
introduce a rhythm to the shifting subject.
Another style of rendering the old woman in motion could be cate
gorized with the Futurist idea of "interpenetration of
planes."





Indeed, the motion is
conveyed to the viewer who sees one image through .another. Like the
Futurists, this also applies to the background transmitting through
36
the moving subject.
The first studies of the old woman in motion were exercises in
graphic representation of movement without great concern for the
total pictorial form of the painting or drawing. Although I was
experimenting with techniques and media, my compositions were literally
based studies describing a woman while she moved, Ih the latter portion
of the series I focused on the woman and designed the surrounding space
to complement this focal point. To simplify the composition in order
to achieve clarity in directing the view to my subject, I began com
posing the pictures on a postage stamp scale. The next step was to ex
pand the stamp-sized drawing and sketch it on the canvas. The finished
paintings were similar to the earlier studies with the addition of
simplified abstract forms in the background suggesting actual structures.
-'-'The hands in Illustration 1, p. 21, exemplify this technique.
3"An example of this transparency effect is found in Illustration
5. P. 28.
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Contrary to my initial objective, which was to study the figure
moving, the later paintings in the series were exercises in composing
pictorial space which included the moving figure. Although the paintings
began to work abstractly in terms of design and color, the literal ele
ment remained a character study, as in the very first exercises. In
ray preoccupation with achieving a stronger abstract composition, I
relegated to secondary importance the study of the relationship of the
old woman and the literal space in which she was supposed to exist.
Certainly there was more ambiguity in placing the figure in a suggested
space, but the simplification in the rendering of the place limited the
potential for further associations to be drawn.
The next step, then, was to give more definition to the environ
ment surrounding my subject. With a more articulated space the viewer
would inevitably draw associations. The appeal of the compositions
would perhaps broaden beyond the
"study"
stage. In the first approach
towards this end, the old woman began to gather company, yet her alone-
ness seemed to be amplified. The woman's movement became more signifi
cant when contrasted against the stillness of those shown around her.
The compositions of groups, completed in the spring and summer
of 1975. introduced the needed element of association to the movement
studies. However, the space encompassing the women was still largely
open and undefined. Gradually, furnishings entered the scenes to give
more information about the women. By sitting them on tubular patio
chairs and dressing them in sleeveless shifts, the whiteness of the
surrounding space gave the illusion that the scene was washed in sun
light.
19
The next challenge brought the old woman indoors where every de
tail presented itself as a strong potential associative element. The
style of furnishings and their apparent age served to intensify the
image of the character. Concurrently, the representation of the arch
itectural space offered another dimension.
While giving the viewer still further information about the woman,
the scale of the space gave the motion a place. The viewer might now
begin to wonder where the figure was going or from where it may have
m
come. By "layering the spaces": showing a room, then a hallway, then
another room, for example, the size of the motion, its relationship to
the spatial configuration and its nearness to the viewer, warrant atten
tion.
After a series of drawings of an old woman in her house incor
porating these approaches, I began the most recent series of paintings
illustrated below and constituting my thesis show. As the latest stage
in my study of painted motion, these paintings collectively reflected
the ideas discussed above while attempting to convey a particular mood
in corroboration with the subject matter. The attempt to interweave
technical elements and convincing literal representation within the
structure of sound abstract design was the first impetus behind my
production. The success of each work, moreover, depended on whether
or not this painterly interaction produced lyrical undertones and
poetic subtleties.
The subject of this series was an old man. In order to focus
upon his isolation, as well as to confine the relationship to one of
man and place, the old man remained alone in each canvas. His move
ment became one element in the total pictorial design.
20
In Stairway Painting (111. 1, p. 21), the first of the series,
the composition took the form of an inverted
"Y"
with the suggested
movement up a staircase serving as one of the legs of the
"Y."
The
painting also represented an expansion of the previously discussed
idea of the "layering of
space."
To complement the illusion of space,
I positioned two light sources, one at either end of the canvas, with
light reflected off the post nearest to the picture plane. The figure
in motion was partially obscured in shadow. To clarify the man's
identity, his profile was highlighted by charcoal lines, whose loosely
drawn nature contrasted with the tightly constructed areas of the
background.
The motion itself was represented in a transparent style with
random indications of features (e.g. hands) which maintained the direc
tion of the movement. Within the sweep of the motion, I treated areas
abstractly to function within the entire form of the painting.
Although the balustrades and windows were rendered to give some
idea as to the age and style of the house, the detail in this first work
was not as explicit as in later works. The floor, for example, was per
haps over-simplified. Nevertheless, the scale and color of the composi
tion served to heighten the mood.
In the second work, Carpet Painting (111. 2, p. 22), the movement
of the man rising from a chair functioned compositionally with the move
ment of the floral pattern of a woven carpet and the repetitive pattern
of a balustrade and its shadow. As in the first painting, the
scale of the architectural space and the relationship
21














between illuminated and shaded areas augmented the sense of the man's
aloneness .
Carpet Painting, the first exercise incorporating pattern within
the painted space, presented a problem heretofore not encountered. At
first, the floral carpet did not appear to lie convincingly on the
floor and consequently "jumped
out."
It commanded undue attention,
which disturbed the composition. To correct this, I constructed a
grid in perspective on which I designed the floral motif of the carpet.
The placement of the rug in shadow posed a challenge with regard
to color as well. The luminosity of the tones had to be controlled so
that the colors in the carpet harmonized with each other while appearing
to remain in shade. At the same time, they had to relate to other areas
in the painting. The greenish hue is found in the illuminated stair
way as well as in the shaded rug.
The man's movement was treated in several styles discussed above,
Duchamp's and the
Futurists'
representation of successive views of im
ages is evident in the man's head, shown in several distinct positions.
His body sweeps from the chair (or back into the chair), with some of
the background transmitting through transparent zones in the motion.
Charcoal lines, which highlight the details in the motion, in turn
relate to the charcoal employed in the carpet.
Continuing the relationship between painted motion and pattern,
Ceiling Painting (111, 3, p. 24), shifts the focus to the swirling,
curvilinear "putty
design"
on the ceiling, a decorative feature from
the Federal period during the first quarter of the nineteenth century.
24







Below the old man views himself in a mirror and turns away. His motion
is close to a simple sweep with the highlights from his glasses creating
a pattern. Moreover, the treatment of the last and largest contour of
his face suggests movement beyond the sweep.
The detail of the cornice, a modified egg and dart pattern, the
ceiling itself, and the mirror, approximate the age of the house. The
color and the crack in the wall contribute to this old feeling, and give
the viewer a sense that the man is in a home, rather than a museum.
In order to direct the focus to the man within the large scale of
the space, the original sketch included a shadow from a window cast onto
the right side of the canvas. However, this proved to be contrived in
both abstract and literal terms. A shadow cast within the edges of the
painting was too coincidental. The crack in the wall was a more deli




Painting the old man viewed through a window in Window Painting
(111. 4, p. 26), gave me an opportunity to continue observing charac
teristic interior details and to relate them to the motion suggested
outside. The man's movement, more softly painted this time, forms a
curvilinear line along with the Windsor chair inside. As with the
previous paintings the original sketch was busier including more
furniture and a larger view of the floor space. Abstractly these ele
ments detracted from the pictorial dynamics based on the lines of the
movement against the structure of the window. In simplifying the
composition a more desirable starkness resulted as well.
The Federal style window seat offered the challenge of painting
26







sunlight and shadows on an old surface which itself had been painted
scores of times over the years. To achieve a rich luminous surface,
an underpainting complementary to the final layer was applied. The
same treatment was employed in coloring the walls. The presence of the
rust and pink tones reflects a personal reaction to the virtual absence
of red in the palette of the previous painting.
The Window Painting was the first composition in which I used the
balopticon (opaque projector) to magnify my original sketch and project
it onto the canvas. This saved time and was more accurate than con
structing perspective directly on the picture plane.
In Shirt Painting (HI. 5. p. 28 ), to contrast the simple stark
mood of the Window Painting. I undertook the project of observing pat
terns and using the visual energy of superimposed patterns in the com
position. A tedious, often confusing exercise followed as I painted
the old man in his plaid shirt approaching a chair in front of the
early American motif wall paper. The pattern on the wall varied in
size according to lines of perspective, and the shirt design remained
irregular as he turned to sit down.
The light originated from a plane in the distance from the sub
ject and the viewer, similar to the Carpet Painting. This enabled me
to selectively catch the light and highlight parts within the movement,
such as the face, while the shirt and wallpaper interplayed in relative
shadow. The flat wainscot and large floor area contrasted with the
tension of the patterned zones.
In the distance, detailing reappeared in the decorative treat-
28







ment of the fanlight and doorway. This maintained the narrative style
in giving additional information about the house, which could date
back to the first half of the nineteenth century. Simultaneously, the
detail functioned abstractly with the tension in the background.
The color scheme was influenced by colors employed in houses
built during the Greek Revival era, which included Prussian blues,
ochres, and greens. The Windsor chair appeared again to complement
the literalness of the painting. Its curving line harmonized with the
flow of the motion. Originally, the chair was heavier and square-backed,
which tended to overpower the man and de-emphasize the movement.
The floor, for the first time, was more closely observed. The
activity and articulation of the rest of the composition virtually
dictated this development, A simplified version, which was the first
wash on the canvas, would not have succeeded as well with these sur
roundings.
The next painting, Mantelpiece Painting (111. 6, p. 30), was an
undertaking in painted motion within a symmetrical composition, a new
approach for me. Continuing my personal interest in the decorative arts
of early American homes, I chose a Federal mantelpiece as a backdrop
for an old man who would sit at a table and shift in place. On the
wall hung a Federal convex mirror, which completed the embellishment.
Following the procedure of the previous two paintings, I projected
the small scale design on the canvas, but this time, I sketched it with
a sienna-colored pencil, which I later intended to paint over. However,
during the process of painting, the color of the sketch which showed
through the first wash functioned surprisingly well with the final color
30







applied. To capitalize on the effect, I washed the sketch off of the
columns to leave only a hint of sienna line. In completing the flutings,
I applied paint to portions of the columns and allowed thinner washes
and the pencil marks to define the other portions. Ultimately, the
viewer could perceive the decorative elements, though not every detail
was rendered to the fullest extent. Perhaps this technique evolved from
my previous experience in architecture where outlining every brick in
a building elevation became so tedious that alternate methods of sugges
ting and representing the wall had to be devised.
The color of the mantelpiece evolved from a base of pale Prussian
blue. The sienna pencil influenced the color of the wall, which was
originally intended to be complementary to the mantelpiece.
The man was painted more freely than in the previous work, con
trasting with the solidity of the background. In this manner he also
strengthened the tension between movement and stillness in the composi
tion.
Presenting a figure advancing towards the picture plane was the
motivation for the next painting, Chinoiserie Painting (HI. 7, p. 32),
By remaining within a symmetrical structure, a pedimented doorway
laterally supported on either side by a flat panelled wainscot, the
figure could again be framed to draw attention to the motion. Offset
ting this severely geometrical theme, diagonally moving forms were in
corporated into the composition through the vehicle of Chinoiserie, a
decorative Chinese wallpaper of the late eighteenth and early nine
teenth centuries. Again the abstract requirement of the design had to
fulfill literal parameters as well.
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The first problem in the painting developed with the wallpaper,
which had to suggest the delicateness of the Chinoiserie and appear
old at the same time. Instead, it became overladen with pigment and
the linear quality of the sketch disappeared. Rather than trying to
improve it by adding lighter tones and lines which would probably have
added to the heaviness, I wiped the canvas with turpentine leaving what
color had been absorbed into the fabric. The original sienna drawing
survived the turpentine wash. The result of this action was the embod-
iment of my original concept. As a final touch, I used the sienna
pencil with alternating soft and hard strokes to emphasize details in
the scene.
The old man was treated in a similar manner, using a cloth to
wipe off painted areas in order to achieve transparent effects. I
used black charcoal to draw in features which would suggest movement.
The sketchy linear quality, similar to the mobile line of Giacometti
discussed earlier, helped keep the image fluid, while preventing a look
of transparent cut-outs lined up in the doorway.
The color scheme was based on the actual colors utilized in the
woodwork and the wallpaper of that period with a personal treatment to
achieve a sense of age.
In discussing each painting individually, I have dealt primarily
with the technical aspects of the paintings, relating them to the sub
ject. The combination of abstract design with literal content pervades
each work. However, it is the mood or poetry of a painting, its nuances
or subtle ironies and peculiarities that can sustain a viewer's interest.
I intentionally omitted any discussion on these concepts because they
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are so personal and subjective. Rather than impose my own reactions on
others, I would prefer to leave the interpretation open to the viewer.
If any new perceptions are gained, or if the viewer reassesses esta
blished ideas or emotions, then in my relationship with my audience
I would feel that I had succeeded in my work.
Each painting proved to be an important exercise in graphically
representing the moving figure, which inevitably expanded my visual
vocabulary. Along with a fresher view of architectural details through
the painterly approach, my understanding and use of imagery developed.
The study of motion with its connotations of time and space still
continues to interest me, and the indefinite limits of the moment
represented on canvas and the tension between movement and stillness
will remain a focal point of my work.
Finally, the above elements combined with other forces behind the
production of painting, such as creative energy, constant self-critical
analysis, and the persistent adherence to a project, will
further
act as stimuli for my work in the future.
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